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Abstract
This paper proposes two applications of Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) algorithms to a path
planning (PaPl) problem and a Proportional-Integral (PI)-fuzzy controller tuning problem. Both
optimization problems solved by GWO algorithms are explained in detail. An off-line GWO-based
PaPl approach for Nonholonomic Wheeled Mobile Robots (NWMRs) in static environments is
proposed. Once the PaPl problem is solved resulting in the reference trajectory of the robots, the
paper also suggests a GWO-based approach to tune cost-effective PI-fuzzy controllers in tracking
control problem for NWMRs. The experimental results are demonstrated through simple multiagent settings conducted on the nRobotic platform developed at the Politehnica University of
Timisoara, Romania, and they prove both the effectiveness of the two GWO-based approaches and
major performance improvement.
Keywords: Grey Wolf Optimizer, Proportional-Integral-fuzzy control, path planning, tracking
control.
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Introduction

High performance controllers are currently developed for mobile robots in order to cope with
the three main navigation control problems [25], [24], [17], [20], i.e. path planning (or following),
point stabilization and tracking control (or tracking a reference trajectory, further divided in local
and global tracking problems [24]. The control of Nonholonomic Wheeled Mobile Robots (NWMRs)
has received much research interest during the past two decades because of the effects of nonholonomic constraints on the feasible control signals of this class of nonsmooth or nonholonomic systems.
Representative approaches to tracking control are backstepping [75], adaptive [49], [23], fuzzy [10],
periodic [9] and neural networks [30] control. Multi-robot Path planning (PaPl) problems are generally solved by centralized and decentralized algorithms. While decentralized algorithms generate
independently (separately) collision-free paths for each robot avoiding possible inter-robot collisions,
centralized algorithms consider each robot as a subsystem, thus global optimization is enabled.
Nature-inspired optimization algorithms are inserted in various versions of centralized algorithms
to solve PaPl optimization problems. Recent surveys on optimal motion PaPl are conducted in [36]
and [72]. Popular nature-inspired algorithms included in PaPl approaches are directly related to the
evolution of these algorithms, and they include Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [63], [35], [37],
genetic algorithms [31], [29], [28], Gravitational Search Algorithms (GSAs) [62], [63], [11], simulated
annealing [35], chemical optimization [38], firefly optimization [22], Charged System Search (CSS) [56],
[57], Ant Colony Optimization algorithms [74], [33], hybrid algorithms as, for example, PSO-GSA [12],
neural networks and fuzzy logic [36]. Some fresh results in this field are reported in the recent papers
[34], [43], [44] and [2].
The Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) algorithm [40] mimics grey wolf behaviour towards finding the
prey, which actually models the solution to the optimization problem (OP). The advantage of all
versions of GWO algorithms is the reduced number of search parameters, which is reflected in various
applications including GWO-based optimal tuning of Proportional-Integral (PI)-fuzzy controllers [53],
[54], [55], [13] and Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)-fuzzy controllers [27], [46], [70]. GWO algorithms are also applied to mobile robot PaPl, and recent results concern integration of safe boundary
algorithm [65], inclusion of chaotic features in GWO [41], and combination of artificial intelligence
techniques and probability theory [73], [50]. In addition, recent GWO-based PaPl approaches for
underwater autonomous vehicles are reported in [64], [14], [19].
This paper is built upon our recent papers on PaPl, tracking control [59], [62], [63], [56], [57],
and GWO-based optimal tuning of PI-fuzzy controllers [53], [54], [55], [13], and suggests two new
contributions, namely two applications of GWO to PaPl problem and PI-fuzzy controller tuning
problem. Both OPs solved by GWO algorithms will be explained in detail. No theoretical contribution
is given as it is highlighted in the papers specified in this paragraph.
These new contributions have the advantages (a) to (d) over the state-of-the-art pointed out in
this section: (a) the PaPl approach can be easily generalized to aim the use of other nature-inspired
optimization algorithms, (b) cost-effective tracking fuzzy controller designs and implementations characterized by simple controller structures and tuning are offered, (c) both approaches benefit from the
reduced number of search parameters specific to GWO, (d) real-time experimental testing of PaPl and
tracking approaches conducted on the nRobotic platform developed at the Politehnica University of
Timisoara, Romania, (e) fuzzy logic is involved in both GWO-based approaches and applications in
terms of the current trends in the heuristic design of fuzzy inference systems [47]. The advantage (a)
is also the reason of choosing the PaPl as the application of GWO algorithm.
The results are demonstrated through a multi-agent setting. Comparisons with PSO-, GSA- and
CSS-based approaches are included. The experiments show that the proposed approaches exhibit
performance improvement. The overall results prove that GWO invoked in this paper is a good
candidate for the given PaPl problem.
The rest of the paper treats the following topics: the PaPl problem formulation and the off-line
GWO-based optimal PaPl approach are presented in the next section. The GWO-based approach to
tracking fuzzy control is described in Section 3. The two new approaches are tested and validated in
Section 4 by a set of experimental results but also comparison with similar methods. The conclusions
are outlined in Section 5.
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Optimal path planning problem and gwo-based path planning approach

As considered in [57], let {Rk |k = 1...p} be a set of p mobile robots in a known static environment
with obstacles included. This paper adopts the same number of N agents that generates the paths for
each robots R1 ...Rn in terms of the individual agent populations PR1 ...PRp . Robot’s solution space is a
two-dimensional search space, and agents are placed in robot’s position. Using the notation Xi,PRk (t)
for the robot vector position and also ith agent’s current vector position, i = 1...N in the population
PRk , k = 1...p, in the search space at the time moment (iteration) t, t ∈ N
Xi,PRk (t) = (xi,PRk (t), yi,PRk (t)) ∈ R2 ,

(1)

where N is the set of natural numbers, R is the set of real numbers, xi,PRk (t) is agent’s position on the
x axis and yi,PRk (t) is agent’s position on the y axis, the paths (trajectories) are generated iteratively
by means of path point sets Ti,PRk ,t updated by adding the current agent position
Ti,PRk ,t = {Xi,PRk (0), Xi,PRk (1), ..., Xi,PRk (t)},

(2)

i = 1...N , k = 1...p, with Xi,PRk (0) = (xi,PRk (0), yi,PRk (0)) the initial position of ith agent in PRk as
the initial time moment is 0.
As shown in [59], [62], [63], [56], [57], the path of each agent (i.e., robot) is built by connecting
with lines all successive points of the sets Ti,PR ,tmax (i,k) where tmax (i, k) is the maximum number of
k
time moments (or iterations) allowed for ith agent in PRk . All agents’ paths that are not collision-free
(c − f ), namely the path point sets Ti,PR ,tmax (i,k) for which i ∈ Sc−f,PRk ⊂ {1, 2, ..., N }, are dropped
k
out, where Sc−f,PRk is the set of agents which lead to c − f paths for PRk . The sets Ti,PR ,tmax (i,k)
k
actually correspond to separate c − f paths for each robot Rk , i.e., to feasible paths. The total length
of each path is
tmax (i,k)

X

Di,k =

||Xi,PRk (t) − Xi,PRk (t − 1)||2 , i ∈ Sc−f,PRk ,

(3)

t=1

where the Euclidean norm is used.
This paper considers four PaPl objectives [59], [62], [63], [56], [57], which are inserted in separate
objective functions (o.f.s), next grouped in a weighted sum, and the PaPl problem is defined as a set
of OPs that minimize these o.f.s. The OPs that produce the indices îk of agents corresponding to the
minimum length feasible paths are [63], [57].
îk = arg min Di,k ,
i∈Sc−f,PR

(4)

k

and the optimal paths are Tî,tmax (îk ,k) . The elements of Ti,PRk ,t specified in (2) are solutions to the
OPs assigned to each robot Rk , k = 1...p:
X̄i,PRk (t) = arg min fi,PRk (Xi,PRk (t)), t = 1...tmax (i, k),

(5)

Xi,PR (t)
k

i = 1...N , k = 1...p, the first element in Ti,PRk ,t , i.e. Xi,PRk (0), is known:
X̄i,PRk (0) = Xi,PRk (0), i = 1...N, k = 1...p,

(6)

and the expressions of o.f.s are
fi,PRk (Xi,PRk (t)) = ||Xf − Xi,PRk (t)||2 + λ1 /[
+λ2 /[

p
P
j=1,j6=k

|xbest,PRj (t) − xi,PRk (t)|] + λ3 /[

i = 1...N, k = 1...p.

p
P
j=1,j6=k
p
P

j=1,j6=k

||Xbest,PRj (t) − Xi,PRk (t)||2 ]

|ybest,PRj (t) − yi,PRk (t)|],

(7)
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The vector Xf = (xf , yf ) ∈ R2 in (7) is the final (or target) point, it is the same for all agents.
The vector Xbest,PRj (t) = (xbest,PRj (t), ybest,PRj (t)) ∈ R2 is the position of best agent (as far as the
distance between the current point and the target point is concerned) in the population PRj at time
moment t. The weighting parameters in (7) are λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0 and λ3 > 0.
The first term in (7) aims the minimization of the (Euclidian) agent-target position distances at a
specific time (iteration) t. The second term in fi,PRk (Xi,PRk (t)) aims the maximization of the distance
between the agents of a population and the best agents from all other populations (for collision
avoidance). The third and fourth terms in (7) aim the maximization of the distance between the
robot paths on the x and y axes in order to model specific applications where one axis could be more
important than the other one.
Essentially, our off-line GWO-based optimal PaPl approach consists of the steps, PaPl1, PaPl2
and PaPl3:
Step PaPl1. GWO algorithms are applied to solve the OPs defined in (5), with the o.f.s defined in
(7) and the solutions X̄i,PRk (t). Step PaPl2. The solutions X̄i,PRk (t) and the vector in (6) are merged
to build the elements of Ti,PRk ,t in (2), with the notation Xi,PRk (t) for X̄i,PRk (t). Step PaPl3. The
OPs defined in (4) with the o.f.s defined in (3) are solved to get the optimal paths Tî,tmax (îk ,k) . A
simple deterministic direct search algorithm is used in this regard.
As considered in [63], [57], an additional penalty term αP aP l > 0 is added to the right-hand term in
(7) but only in certain situations in step PaPl1. Therefore, such situations will be avoided as they lead
to collisions when ith agent’s position at iteration t is inside one of the obstacles or the line between
the positions at iterations t and t − 1 intersects an obstacle.
GWO algorithms, which are involved in step PPA1, consist of the steps GWOA1 to GWOA8
specific to the initial formulations of the GWO algorithm given in [53], [54], [55], [13], where a brief
introduction of GWO algorithm is also provided before applying the algorithm. The presentation of
the steps that are summarized below has the advantage of being supported by transparent and easily
understandable vector operations.
Step GWOA1. The random grey wolf population, represented by N agents’ positions in the
q−dimensional search space, is initially generated. The iteration index and the maximum number of
iterations are initialized and set to t = 0 and tmax , respectively. Using the notation Xi (t) for the
position vector of ith agent (grey wolf)
Xi (t) = [ x1i (t) ... xfi (t) ... xqi (t)]T ∈ Rq , i = 1...N,

(8)

where xfi (t) is the position of ith agent in f th dimension, f = 1...q, and t = 1...tmax , GWO algorithm
is mapped onto the OPs defined in (5) in terms of
Xi (t) = Xi,PRk (t), q = 2, tmax = tmax (i, k), J = fi,PRk ,

(9)

with k = 1...p, and the index k is omitted as follows for the sake of simplicity.
Step GWOA2. The performance of each member of agent population is evaluated by conducting
simulations and/or experiments on the set of p mobile robots using the nRobotic platform. The top
three agents constrain the other agents (i.e., the so-called omega (ωGW O ) agents) to update their
positions according to theirs. The best three agent position vectors (solutions) computed at each
iteration (also called the alpha (αGW O ), beta (βGW O ), and delta (δGW O ) solutions) are ([55]:
Xl (t) = [ xl1 (t) ... xlf (t) ... xlq (t) ]T , l ∈ {αGW O , βGW O , δGW O },

(10)

and the three vector solutions XαGW O (t), XβGW O (t) and XδGW O (t) are calculated in terms of the
selection process described as follows:
J(XαGW O (t)) = min {J(Xi (t))|Xi (t) ∈ DX },
i=1...N

J(XβGW O (t)) = min {J(Xi (t))|Xi (t) ∈ DX \{XαGW O (t)}},
J(XδGW O (t))

i=1...N

= min {J(Xi (t))|Xi (t) ∈ DX
i=1...N

\{XαGW O (t), XβGW O (t)}},

(11)
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where DX is the feasible domain of Xi (t). These vector solutions fulfil the condition
J(XαGW O (t)) < J(XβGW O (t)) < J(XδGW O (t)).

(12)

Step GWOA3. The first three best solutions obtained so far, viz. XαGW O (t), XβGW O (t) and
are identified and organized accordingly using (11).
Step GWOA4. The set of search coefficients is developed and computed in terms of

XδGW O (t),

f
afl (t) = af (t)(2r1l
− 1),
f
f
cl (t) = 2r2l , l ∈ {αGW O , βGW O , δGW O },

(13)

f
f
f
f
where r1l
and r2l
are uniformly distributed random numbers within 0 ≤ r1l
≤ 1 , 0 ≤ r2l
≤ 1 ,
f = 1...q, and the values of af (t) are linearly decreased from 2 to 0:

af (t) = 2[1 − (t − 1)/(tmax − 1)], f = 1...q.

(14)

Step GWOA5. The agents are moved to the new positions expressed as the vectors Xi (t + 1) by
first calculating the approximate distances between the current solution and the alpha, beta, and delta
ones
f
f
lf
dif
(15)
l (t) = |cl (t)x (t) − xi (t)|, i = 1...N, l ∈ {αGW O , βGW O , δGW O },
the components of the updated alpha, beta, and delta ones are next calculated as
xlf (t + 1) = xlf (t) − afl (t)dif
l (t), f = 1...q, i = 1...N, l ∈ {αGW O , βGW O , δGW O }.

(16)

As a result, the updated expressions of agents’ positions are the arithmetic means of updated alpha,
beta, and delta agent positions (that belong to these vector solutions)
xfi (t + 1) =

xαGW O f (t + 1) + xβGW O f (t + 1) + xδGW O f (t + 1)
, f = 1...q, i = 1...N.
3

(17)

The vector equivalent of (17) is
XαGW O (t + 1) + XβGW O (t + 1) + XδGW O (t + 1)
, i = 1...N.
(18)
3
Equations (17) and (18) are important as they reduce the effects of the random parameters,
which are always a problem in the search process and presentation of results specific to metaheuristic
algorithms.
Step GWOA6. The updated vector solution obtained so far, Xi (t + 1), is validated if Xi (t + 1) ∈
DX .
Step GWOA7. The iteration index t is incremented and the algorithm continues with step 2 until
tmax is reached.
Step GWOA8. GWO algorithm is stopped and the final solution obtained at each iteration consists
of the following set of solutions to the OPs defined in (5):
Xi (t + 1) =

{X̄i,PRk (1), ..., X̄i,PRk (t), ..., X̄i,PRk (tmax )} = {Xi (0), ..., Xi (t), ..., Xi (tmax )}.

3

(19)

GWO-based approach to tracking fuzzy control

This section addresses the tracking control by the design and tuning of linear and next fuzzy
controllers. Extending the dynamic model presented in [71], the simplified dynamic model of NWMRs
with two degrees of freedom is obtained and expressed as [59].
ẋ = v cos θ,
ẏ = v sin θ,
v̇ = av ,
θ̇ = ω,
TΣ1 ȧv + av = kP 1 (u1 + d1 ),
TΣ2 ω̇ + ω = kP 2 (u2 + d2 ),

(20)
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where (Figure 1): (x, y) - the coordinates of the centre of rear axis of NWMR, v and av - the forward
velocity and acceleration, respectively, θ - the angle between the heading direction and the x axis, ω the angular velocity; u1 and u2 - the control signals, d1 and d2 - the load-type disturbance inputs, kP 1
and kP 2 - the process gains, TΣ1 and TΣ2 - the small time constants or the time constants equivalent
to the cumulative effects of actuators, measuring instrumentation, control equipment dynamics and
parasitic time constants.

Figure 1: Mechanical variables of NWMRs with two degrees of freedom.
The structure of the simplified dynamic model given in (20), viewed as a controlled process, is also
illustrated by the block diagram presented in Figure 2. Figure 2 outlines the kinematic subsystem
(KS) and the dynamic system with the transfer functions of the subsystems HP 1 (s) and HP 2 (s) of
NWMR as controlled process, defined in zero initial conditions
HP ψ (s) = kP ψ /[s(1 + TΣψ s)], ψ ∈ {1, 2}.

(21)

The control system structure employed in tracking control of NWMRs with two degrees of freedom
is presented in Figure 3, where: C-1 and C-2 - the forward velocity controller and angle controller,
respectively, vγ and θγ - the reference inputs of the two control loops, RF-1 and RF-2 - the reference
input filters; ṽr and θ̃r - the filtered reference inputs of the two control loops; e1 = ṽr −v and e2 = θ̃r −θ
- the control errors, xr and yr - the reference positions for x and y, respectively, produced by the PaPl
approach described in the previous section, ex = xr − x and ey = yr − y - the tracking errors for x
ˆr and ẏˆr of
and y, respectively, CB-xp and CB-yp - computation blocks that provide the estimates ẋ
derivatives ẋr and ẏr , respectively, ∆xr,t and ∆yr,t - the increments of reference positions xr and yr ,
respectively, and t indicates, as in Section 2, the discrete time index.

Figure 2: Structure of simplified dynamic model as a controlled process [59].

Figure 3: Control system structure for tracking control of NWMRs with two degrees of freedom.
The cascade control system structure given in Figure 3 consists of the two inner loops for v and θ,
and the outer loops for x and y. The blocks CB-xp, CB-yp in the outer loops operate in terms of
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(

∆xr,t /h if|ex,t | ≤ εx ,
ex,t /h
otherwise,
(
∆yr,t /h if|ey,t | ≤ εy ,
=
ey,t /h
otherwise,

ˆr,t =
ẋ
ẏˆr,t

(22)

where h is the sampling period, q1 is the backward shift operator, ∆xr,t = xr,t − xr,t−1 , ∆xy,t =
yr,t − yr,t−1 , the parameters εx > 0 and εy > 0 are the maximum accepted absolute values of the
tracking errors corresponding to the positions x and y, respectively.
The first two equations in (20) are used to compute the reference inputs vr and θr of the two inner
control loops. However, these equations are modified as follows:
q

vr =

2

2

ˆr ) + (ẏˆr ) ,
(ẋ

(23)

ˆr ),
θr = atan(ẏˆr /ẋ

(24)

and the last two equation numbers are inserted in the two nonlinear blocks highlighted in Figure 3.
PI controllers tuned by the ESO method [61] are recommended for the processes illustrated in
Figure 2. In addition, in this situation it will be used to produce tracking control inputs applied to
NWMR. ESO method ensures a convenient trade-off to control system performance indices (percent
overshoot, settling time, rise time, phase margin, etc.) of the linear control system by the choice of
just a single design and tuning parameter, βESO , 1 < βESO < 20. The transfer functions of the two
PI controllers that can be used as C-1 and C-2 in Figure 3 are represented as a unified generic PI
controller
HC−ψ (s) = k cψ (1 + sT iψ )/s = kCψ [1 + 1/(sTiψ )], k Cψ = kcψ Tiψ ,
(25)
where kCψ > 0 (or kcψ > 0) is the controller gain, Tiψ > 0 is the integral time constant, and the
subscript ψ ∈ {1, 2} indicates the controller number or the control loop number or the controlled
process number via (21).
PI tuning conditions specific to ESO method are
q

q

2
kcψ = 1/(βESOψ βESOψ kP ψ TΣψ
), Tiψ = βESOψ TΣψ , kCψ = 1/( βESOψ kP ψ TΣψ ), ψ ∈ {1, 2}, (26)

and the transfer functions of the reference input filters RF-1 and RF-2, that improve the control
system performance, are
HF−ψ (s) = 1/(1 + βESOψ TΣψ s), ψ ∈ {1, 2}.
(27)
Takagi-Sugeno PI-fuzzy controllers are next used as C-1 and C-2 to replace the linear PI controllers
for further performance improvement. The unified structure and input membership functions of the
generic Takagi-Sugeno PI-fuzzy controller is given in Figure 4, where TISO-FCψ are Two Inputs-Single
Output fuzzy controller blocks modelled by nonlinear input-output static maps, ∆eψ,t = eψ,t −eψ,t−1 is
the increment of control error, and ∆uψ,t = uψ,t − uψ,t−1 is the increment of control signal, ψ ∈ {1, 2}.

Figure 4: Unified structure and input membership functions of generic Takagi-Sugeno PI-fuzzy controller.
The PI-fuzzy controller design starts with discretizing the continuous-time generic PI controller in
(25). Tustin’s method leads to the recurrent equation of generic incremental discrete-time PI controller
and its parameters KPψ and µψ
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∆uψ,t = KP ψ (∆eψ,t + µψ eψ,t ), KP ψ = kcψ (Tiψ − h/2), µψ = 2h/(2Tiψ − h).

(28)

As shown in [53], [54], [55], [13], the defuzzification in TISO-FCψ blocks is carried out by the weighted
average method, and the inference engine makes use of SUM and PROD operators. The generic
complete rule base of these blocks consists of only two rules, which contribute to a cost-effective
implementation given as follows, where the parameters ηψ , 0 < ηψ < 1, contribute to the mitigation
of control system overshoot:
IF(eψ,t IS N AND ∆eψ,t IS N) OR (eψ,t IS P AND ∆eψ,t IS P)
THEN ∆uψ,t = ηψ KP ψ (∆eψ,t + µψ eψ,t ),
IF(eψ,t IS ZE) OR (eψ,t IS N AND ∆eψ,t IS ZE) OR (eψ,t IS N AND ∆eψ,t IS P)
OR (eψ,t IS P AND ∆eψ,t IS ZE) OR (eψ,t IS P AND ∆eψ,t IS P)
THEN ∆uψ,t = KP ψ (∆eψ,t + µψ eψ,t ).

(29)

The application of the modal equivalence principle [18] leads to the tuning equations
B∆eψ = µψ Beψ , ψ ∈ {1, 2},

(30)

which are convenient as they lead to the parameter vector ρ of the two Takagi-Sugeno PI-fuzzy
controllers
ρ = [βESO1 Be1 η1 βESO2 Be2 η2 ]T ∈ R6 ,

(31)

and also helps the cost-effective fuzzy controller tuning and implementation. T in (31) indicates matrix
transposition. The OP that ensures optimal tracking is defined as
ρ∗ = arg min J(ρ), J(ρ) =
ρ∈Dρ

∞
X

(e2x,t (ρ) + e2y,t (ρ)),

(32)

t=0

ρ∗ is the optimal parameter vector, i.e., the optimal value of ρ, and Dρ is the feasible domain of ρ.
The GWO-based approach to tracking fuzzy control suggested in this paper consists of steps
GWOA1 to GWOA8 presented in the previous section, but with several particular features in these
steps described as follows. First, the iteration index t in the PaPl approach is replaced with m in
the GWO-based approach to tracking fuzzy control, and the maximum number of iterations is mmax .
Second, GWO algorithm is mapped onto the OP defined in (32) in step GWOA1 in terms of
q = 6, Xi (m) = ρ, i = 1...N, tmax = mmax , DX = Dρ .

(33)

Third, the performance of each agent is evaluated in step GWOA2 by simulations and/or experiments
conducted on the fuzzy control loops. Fourth, the updated vector solution obtained so far Xi (m + 1) ∈
Dρ is validated in step GWOA6 by checking certain conditions imposed to the fuzzy control loops
[53], [54], [55], [13]. Fifth, GWO algorithm is stopped in step GWOA8 and the final solution obtained
so far is actually the solution to the OP defined in (32):
ρ∗ = arg min J(Xi (mmax )).
i=1...N

(34)

Furthermore, the values of the rest of parameters in the two fuzzy control loops are obtained using
(27) and (30).

3.1

Real-time experimental validation

The validation of the new GWO-based PaPl and tracking approaches was carried out by a set of
experiments conducted on the nRobotic platform using different simple multi-agent settings with at
least two NWMRs, different initial robots’ positions and target points and accounting for the presence
of obstacles. An example of experimental scenario for two NWMRs along the iterations of PaPl
approach is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Snapshots along the iterations of the PaPl approach in an example of experimental scenario
for two NWMRs and obstacles.
A simplified and representative architecture for this application in nRobotic platform is illustrated
in Figure 6. The central component in nRobotic platform is Global path planner, which makes use
of different implementations of PaPl including the algorithms presented here. Global path planner
has a constraint regarding its application only to environments with an available map; this requires
that the SLAM process should have already been applied to the current working environment (real
or simulated) and the result is next fed to system via Map component. Robot controllers assigned
to individual robots are responsible with the management of resources as sensors and local path
planning; local map uncertainties as moving/moved obstacles are considered in this regard. Robot
pool manager is responsible with NWMRs management and based on mission profile it can dynamically
allocate active robots. Two statically allocated robots (that belong to the DrRobot X80 family) are
used in the experimental setup. nRobotic platform supports both simulated and real robots, however
combinations of real and simulated robots are not supported.

Figure 6: Architectural diagram for NWMRs path planning in nRobotic platform.
The OPs defined in (5) were solved using λ1 = 0.4, λ2 = 0.3, λ3 = 0.3 for comparison [57], and
αP aP l = 50. For the same reason of comparison, PSO, GSA and CSS algorithms were included in the
PaPl approach, with the parameters: for the PSO-based PaPl approach [62]: N = 100, tmax = 30,
threshold = 10, initial velocity vector [−0.2 0.2]T , acceleration constants c1 = 1.49 and c2 = 1.49, linear
decrease of inertia weight w with the advance of PSO algorithm’s iterations within wmin ≤ w ≤ wmax ,
wmin = 0.0001 and wmax = 0.5, for the GSA-based PaPl approach [63]: N = 100, tmax = 30, threshold
= 10, and initial velocity vector [−0.20.2]T , for the CSS-based PaPl approach [63]: N = 100, tmax = 30,
initial velocity vector [−0.20.2]T , radius of agents = 1, parameter in the denominator of the expression
of separation distance between two agents = 0.01, and linear modifications of velocity and acceleration
parameters with the advance of CSS algorithm iterations, and the parameters specific to GWO were
set to N = 100 and tmax = 30. These parameter values ensure a fair comparison, which is always a
problem specific to metaheuristic algorithms as the performance depends on the parameter settings.
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The evolutions of the o.f.s defined in (7) are illustrated in Figure 7 for the best agents along
the interval 1...tmax as an indication of algorithms’ convergence. The results correspond to one of
the simple experimental scenarios with two robots and one of the populations of agents, i.e., PR1 .
Figure 7 shows that the GWO-based PaPl approach exhibits the fastest convergence. In addition, the
execution times of all approaches were measured after running on a computer with Intel I7 @ 2.2 GHz,
and the results indicate that PSO is the best one, followed by CSS, GWO and GSA.

Figure 7: O.f. versus iteration number for four PaPl approaches and best agents in population PR1,
with data for PSO, GSA and CSS in [63], [56], [57].
The GWO-based approach to tracking fuzzy control was next validated using the simplified dynamic model (20) of several NWMRs with two degrees of freedom that is integrated in the nRobotic
platform, and the control system structure given in Figure 3. Accepting in one of the experimental
scenarios that [59] the obstacles are placed at (3, 3), (9, 3), (6, 7), the initial position of the robot is
(10, 4), and the goal (or the desired / final position) is placed at (6, 11), one typical reference trajectory (xr , yr ) produced by the GWO-based PaPl approach will be presented as follows. All positions
are expressed in m.
The values of the parameters in (20) specific to one NWMR are kP 1 = kP 2 = 1 and TΣ1 = TΣ2 = 1
s. Using the sampling period h = 0.01 s and setting the feasible domain of ρ and also the search space
to
Dρ = {3 ≤ βESO1 ≤ 17} × {20 ≤ Be1 ≤ 40} × {0.55 ≤ η1 ≤ 0.75}
(35)
×{3 ≤ βESO2 ≤ 17} × {20 ≤ Be2 ≤ 40} × {0.55 ≤ η2 ≤ 0.75},
the GWO-based approach to tracking fuzzy control was applied. The parameters of GWO algorithm
were set, such that to reach a good trade-off to convergence and use of allocated resources, to N = 20
and mmax = 100. The o.f. J(ρ) defined in (32) was evaluated by experiments carried out on a
time horizon of 1100 s in terms of the dynamic regime characterized by the reference input trajectory
generated by the PaPl approach, zero initial conditions and zero disturbance inputs. A part of the
results is exemplified in Figure 8 as the initial robot trajectory (before the application of GWO) and
Figure 9 as the final robot trajectory (after the application of GWO). The optimal parameter vector

Figure 8: Reference and actual trajectories of NWMR with fuzzy controllers before their GWO-based
tuning.
obtained after the mmax = 100 iterations of GWO algorithm is
ρ∗ = [5.0986 39.56 0.7474 16.92 20.08 0.2507]T ,

(36)
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and the performance improvement is illustrated in Figure 9 versus Figure 8 by overall smaller tracking
errors. Concluding, the PI-fuzzy controllers produce good tracking control inputs applied to NWMR.

Figure 9: Reference and actual trajectories of NWMR after application of GWO-based approach to
tracking fuzzy control.
The minimum o.f. value resulted after running the GWO algorithm is 905465, which is better
(lower) compared to the o.f. values resulted after running PSO (909915), GSA (906895) and CSS
(906574) algorithms, thus showing the performance improvement. This performance improvement
can be called relatively small, but that is normal because the fair comparison with other correctly
developed metaheuristic optimization algorithms was carried out.
Nevertheless, the performance improvement can be better understood with the aid of the tracking
performance in terms of the above two types of system trajectories, with GWO versus without GWO
(illustrated in Figure 9 and Figure 8, respectively), which point out that the performance improvement
is major. The conclusions regarding the convergence and execution times are consistent with those
formulated for the PaPl approach.
However, these conclusions might be different if other robots in other situations are considered
including constraints, which require the adequate modification of the definition of the optimization
problem to handle the constraints. Constraints specific to technical and economical operating conditions in terms of various linear and nonlinear systems can be formulated [21], [60], [68] [15], [39], [45],
[52]. Knowledge-based and fuzzy systems are included [58], [69], [7], [32].

4

Conclusion

This paper proposed two applications of GWO as a representative metaheuristic algorithm. These
two applications are organized as two approaches to optimal path planning and optimal tuning of
tracking fuzzy controllers for nonholonomic wheeled mobile robots.
Experiments conducted on the nRobotic platform illustrate the performance exhibited by the
controllers produced by our approaches, which are built around generic PI and PI-fuzzy controllers,
and their potential to be applied as cost-effective control solutions in other applications. Since the
experimental setup might be too simple to show the performance difference and improvement offered
by our approaches, video demos are available from the authors.
The list of contributions and advantages of the proposed approaches pointed out in Section 1
is not fully discussed and proven in the paper. Future research will be focused on carrying out
this discussion associated with deep investigations and comparisons that are important in terms of
mentioning shortcomings and limitations. These investigations are currently not included in this
version of the paper that is very dense by packing both applications into a single paper. The authors are
aware of the fact that a somewhat less dense presentation would significantly increase understandability
and readability of the paper and leave room for a more detailed discussion of the approaches, their
implementations, and the results. However, the discussion on how GWO performs in comparison with
established approaches, which is included in the paper, helps to assess the value of our approaches.
Future research will also be focused on the merge of our path planning and fuzzy controller tuning
approaches with classical optimization algorithms [6], [8], [16], [3], [5], [67], and modern ones [42],
[4], [48], [1], [26], [51], [66]. The approaches will be generalized such that to work with more compli-
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cated tracking fuzzy controller structures, however keeping the objective of cost-effective design and
implementation.
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